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Radar investigations of the mesosphere, stratosphere 
and the troposphere in Svalbard 

J tirgen Rottger 

Max-Planck-Institut .flir Aeronomie, Max-Planck-Str. 2, D-37I91 Katlenburg-Lindau, Germany 

Abstract: This paper deals with observations of the mesosphere with the EISCA T 

Svalbard Radar (ESR) and of the middle and lower atmosphere (mesopause, lower 

stratosphere and troposphere) with the SOUSY Svalbard Radar (SSR), which are 

operated in the close vicinity of Longyearbyen on Spitzbergen/Svalbard. The scientific 

aims for studies of this altitude region are summarized. We briefly describe these radar 

systems and their operation principles. Examples of troposphere and lower stratosphere 

structure and dynamics, which are obtained with the SSR, are presented. First 

observations of Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes with the SSR and the ESR are 

introduced. Meteor echoes detected with the SSR are briefly described and the first D

region observations with the ESR demonstrate its capability to perform observations 

down to altitudes below 60 km. Finally some ideas are put forward how to continue 

and establish collaborations for the use of the SSR in the coming years. 

1. Introduction 

In the polar middle atmosphere phenomena from above, resulting from the effect of 
the solar wind on the Earth's ionosphere and atmosphere, and phenomena from below, 
such as tides and gravity waves propagating upwards from the troposphere, merge. The 
relative importance of these effects from above and below should be studied. The polar 
summer mesosphere is extremely cold such that ice particles form, resulting in 
Noctilucent Clouds and in particular electromagnetic wave scattering, manifest in Polar 
Mesosphere Summer Echoes. The polar stratosphere and troposphere are strongly 
affected by dynamic processes occurring in connection with the polar vortex. Rottger 
(1991) has initially summarized these research topics which can be studied by radar. 

Mesosphere-stratosphere-troposphere (MST) radars contribute significantly to the 
studies of these processes. For this reason the Max-Planck-Institut ftir Aeronomie has 
established an MST VHF radar in Longyearbyen on Svalbard, the SOUSY Svalbard 
Radar (SSR). It is obvious that such MST radar studies are carried out in combination 
with other related observations, i.e. with the EIS CAT Svalbard Radar (ESR) for 
mesospheric and D-region studies (Rottger and Tsuda, 1995), and with several in-situ and 
ground-based experiments performed by several research groups to study the Arctic 
mesosphere, stratosphere and troposphere. All these instruments are located close to 
Longyearbyen at 78 °N, l 6°E (Fig. 1 ). 
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Fig. 1. The locations <l facilities for middle and upper atmosphere research in the vicinity <l Longyearbyen 
Svalbard. The EJSCAT Svalbard Radar (ESR) is close to the top and the SOUSY Svalbard Radar 
(SSR) at the foot of the mountain <l coalmine 7. The imaging riometer (IRIS) is close to the Auroral 
Observatory, where also the OH spectrometer is located. 

In this paper we show initial results obtained with these two radars, the SSR and the 

ESR, to prove their capabilities for lower and middle atmosphere research without 

intending to present an exhaustive explanation yet. The presented interpretations of these 

first results are preliminary and not yet complete. Such extensions will follow in later 

papers. 

2. The SOUSY Svalbard Radar 

The SOUSY Svalbard Radar (SSR) of the Max-Planck-Institut ftir Aeronomie 

(MPAe) is an MST radar. It uses the main basic components of the mobile SOUSY radar 

(Czechowsky et al., 1984) and was installed near Longyearbyen in summer 1998. It 

consists of a transmitter operating on 53.5 MHz at a maximum peak power of 150 kW (6 

kW average), a phased-array antenna consisting of 356 Yagi antennas (33 dBi gain and 4 
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degrees half-power beamwidth). Phase steering allows five beam-pointing directions at 
zenith and 5 degrees zenith angle to NE, SE, SW and NW. The transmitter, radar control, 
receiver and digital signal processing units and auxiliary equipment are housed in three 
containers. Figure 2 shows the antenna array of the SSR at the end of  
Adventdalen/Bolterdalen. Several longer campaigns were performed in 1999 and further 
will follow in the coming two years. In the summer 2000 the antenna of the SSR is being 
separated into four receiving arrays to allow radar interferometer and imaging 
measurements. 

SOUSY stands for SOUnding SYstem, which indicates that the SOUSY Svalbard 
Radar (Czechowsky et al., 1998) is used in a system of instruments to sound the 
atmosphere. Collaborations of the Max-Planck-Institut ftir Aeronomie, in charge of the 
SSR, with other research groups performing investigations on Svalbard are evolving and 
welcome. 

3. The EISCAT Svalbard Radar 

The EISCAT Svalbard Radar (ESR) is an incoherent scatter radar primarily designed 
for studies of the ionosphere (Rottger et al., 1995). It consists of a 1000 kW peak power 
transmitter (250 kW) operating at a center frequency of 500 MHz and a fully steerable 
parabolic dish antenna of 32 m diameter ( 42.5 dBi gain and a half-power beam width of 
1.23°). Recently a fixed antenna of 42 m diameter was added, pointing in the direction of 
the Earth's magnetic field. The ESR has sophisticated modulation schemes, a multi
channel receiver, and a versatile radar controller as well as flexible signal processing 
instrumentation (Wann berg et al., 1997). It's capabilities for mesosphere and D-region 
research were summarized by Rottger et al. (1998). Experiment scheduling and operation 

Fig. 2. Part <�f the antenna array c�f the SOUSY Svalbard Radar in Advent-da/en/Bolterdalen near 

Longyearbyen. 
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of the ESR is according to rules decided by the EISCA T Scientific Association. 

4. The basic scientific objectives for combined radar observations on Svalbard 

The mesosphere can be studied with incoherent scatter, as well as with the MST 
(mesosphere-stratosphere-troposphere) coherent scatter radar technique. In the lower 
thermosphere and mesosphere the incoherent scatter process is collision dominated. 
Incoherent scatter measurements of the lower thermosphere and mesosphere allow the 
derivation of electron density, ion-neutral collision frequency (neutral density) and 
temperature, ion (neutral) velocity, ion composition and the density of negative and 
positive ions (e.g., Rottger, 1997). Such measurements are done with the EISCAT radars 
in Tromsf.)j and on Svalbard (e.g., Hall and Aso, 1999). Occasionally, coherent scatter 
from ionization irregularities can mask the incoherent scatter measurements, particularly 
in summer when Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes - PMSE - occur (Cho and Rottger, 
1997). 

Observations of the troposphere and the lower stratosphere are possible with ST 
(stratosphere-troposphere) radars, which are smaller versions of MST radars. These ST 
radars are also called wind profilers since they are also used in routine meteorological 
observations to measure continuously wind profiles and other meteorological parameters 
(Rottger and Larsen, 1990). ST radar wind profilers measure the vertical profile of the 
three-dimensional wind vector, atmospheric stability and turbulence intensity with height 
resolution of better than 100 m and time resolution as good as several seconds. MST 
VHF radars can also be operated in the meteor radar mode with the required higher time 
resolution less than a few tens of milliseconds. 

The radar scattering process is strongly dependent on the scales of ionospheric and 
atmospheric irregularities in the refractive index, i.e. on the applied radar wavelength. On 
radar wavelengths smaller than a meter, corresponding to the frequency 500 MHz used 
by the EISCAT Svalbard Radar, the turbulence scatter contribution to echoes from 
mesospheric altitudes is usually not detectable. The reason is that such radar wavelengths 
are much smaller than the scales of turbulence that can exist in the mesosphere. To 
operate the 500 MHz EISCAT Svalbard Radar as an MST radar for continuous studies of 
neutral mesospheric turbulence is therefore impossible. A separate radar on a lower 
frequency such as 53.5 MHz is needed for that purpose. Simultaneous operation of a 53.5 
MHz and a 500 MHz radar comprise a useful combination for mesospheric studies, since 
the former system is basically sensitive to mesospheric clear air turbulence, causing 
electron density irregularities, and the latter to ionospheric electron density. Also 
observations of Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes -PMSE-, which are related to ice 
particles (Noctilucent Clouds -NLC-), are preferably done at lower frequencies (Cho et 

al., 1992), such as in the VHF band on 53.5 MHz. It had been expected and it was 
observed for the first time in summer 1999 that these particular echoes, which are not 
due to the common turbulence scatter, also occur occasionally at 500 MHz, which we 
will also discuss in this paper. 

The SOUSY Svalbard Radar is applied to study the structure and dynamics of the 
lower and middle atmosphere. Possible auroral influences, solar proton events (SPE) and 
the resulting polar cap absorption phenomena (PCA) and their impact on middle 
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atmosphere can be investigated in coordination with the EISCAT Svalbard Radar. The 
extent of Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes (PMSE) and their relation to Polar 
Mesosphere Clouds (PMC) and Noctilucent Clouds (NLC) needs to be studied in higher 
Arctic latitudes, such as close to 80° on Svalbard. Klostermeyer (1997) developed a 
model to explain the PMSE, which should be tested by these radar observations. The 
winter absorption anomaly and its relation to stratospheric warming in the polar vortex 
and the corresponding planetary wave properties are not known at high latitudes of 80°. 
Most essential appears also the climatological study of winds, tides and long period 
waves and their non-linear interaction (Rilster, 1994) as well as particularly the 
climatology of atmospheric gravity waves in the polar lower and middle atmosphere 
(Y oshiki and Sato, 2000), the supposed acceleration of the mean wind by momentum 
deposition by gravity waves and the effect on the middle atmosphere temperature. Such 
processes are principally illustrated in Fig. 3. We note that the combination of MST 
radar, covering the middle and lower atmosphere, and the incoherent scatter radar, 
covering the region above, is a highly useful endeavor. Thomas (1996) had postulated 
possibilities that PMSE are sensitive early indicators of global change due to mesospheric 
temperature and water vapor changes. To follow this up, long-term observations of 
PMSE are required. 

McIntyre ( 1999) has summarized the current understanding of the dynamics of the 
middle atmosphere and highlighted open questions. We believe that MST radars, operated 
in high latitudes, can well contribute to foster the further understanding of dynamical 
processes governing the middle atmosphere. 

5. The mesosphere as studied by incoherent scatter and MST radar 

Particular phenomena in the polar atmosphere and the auroral ionosphere, namely 
particle precipitation, Joule heating, electric fields and Lorentz forcing as well as vertical 
transport of constituents and momentum, which result from magnetosphere-ionosphere 
coupling, have an impact on the middle atmosphere, where they can be studied by radar 
(Rottger, 1994). Furthermore dynamic processes, such as tides (Aso et al., 1999) and 
gravity waves and their interactions (Rilster, 1994 ), which originate in the lower 
atmosphere (troposphere) and the middle atmosphere (stratosphere and mesosphere), 
propagate upwards into the thermosphere. These mutual coupling processes, which affect 
the structure, dynamics and aeronomy of the middle atmosphere and lower thermosphere, 
take place uniquely in the high latitude mesosphere, where the effects from the 
magnetosphere and ionosphere merge with the effects from the lower and middle 
atmosphere. 

Mesosphere/D-region investigations should be carried out by combined operation of 
the EISCAT Svalbard Radar and the SOUSY Svalbard Radar, such as studies of the 
impact of precipitating electrons and protons on D-region electron density, and of 
changes in composition and their effects on Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes. How 
these coupling processes between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere, the 
thermosphere and the middle atmosphere take place in the high polar region is so far 
fairly unknown, since appropriate radar instruments had not been operated at the latitudes 
near 80° . For instance, the influx of solar protons into the polar mesosphere and upper 
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Fig. 3. Processes in the polar mesosphere, stratosphere and troposphere, which can be studied by an MST 
VHF radar (SSR). The lower thermospheric and ionospheric processes are measured by incoherent 
scatter radar (ESR); from RiHtger and Tsuda (1995). 

stratosphere evidently has an influence on the ozone budget (Stephenson and Scourfield, 
1992). Solar proton events (leading to polar cap absorption) can be studied by the 
EISCAT Svalbard Radar, the SOUSY Svalbard Radar and imaging riometers. It would 
also be useful to allow simultaneous radar experiments in the auroral zone (EISCAT 
Troms� (Rottger, 1997), in Andoya (Singer et al., 1996), and Kiruna (Kirkwood et al., 

1998)) and in the Arctic on Svalbard, using the radars described in this paper, to study 
the meridional variation of these effects and their occurrences. The addition of the 
imaging riometer IRIS in Longyearbyen (Stauning, 1996) and Ny-Alesund (Nishino, 
1997) will be most valuable for these purposes. The latitudinal variation of PMSE is 
being studied by comparing observations with the SSR at 78°N and the ALOMAR VHF 
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radar AL WIN at 68 °N (Singer et al., 1996), which are both at the same longitude. 
The SSR is also capable of detecting meteor echoes. These can be used to determine 

wind velocities and temperatures in the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere 
(Hocking et al., 1997). A combination with concurrent temperature measurements with 
the OH spectrometer located at the Auroral Observatory (Fig. 1) is most useful (Nielsen 
et al., 2000). Independently of applying the SSR for occasional meteor observations, a 
separate continuously operating meteor radar will be highly valuable for studies of tides 
and mean winds. 

6. The Arctic stratosphere and troposphere as studied by MST radar 

There are certain phenomena in the polar middle and lower atmosphere which need 
to be studied by radar, in addition to the multitude of other experiments which are 
already applied for these studies in the Arctic and Antarctic. These are particularly those 
directed to the ozone variation, which is affected by dynamical processes related to the 
polar vortex (e.g., Sobel et al., 1997). We will discuss only those phenomena that can be 
investigated with an ST radar (stratosphere-troposphere radar). These are the structure 
and dynamics of the troposphere and the lower stratosphere in the polar region (see Fig. 
3). 

With ST radars and wind profilers it is possible to study dynamic processes in a 
wide scale range from planetary and synoptic scale disturbances to small-scale gravity 
waves and clear air turbulence. The wind field variations occurring in the polar vortex 
can be monitored continuously by ST radar wind profiler, although at one location and up 
to about 15-25 km height. In polar regions it is of special interest to investigate with 
radar the exchange processes between the troposphere and the lower stratosphere, namely 
the variation of the tropopause height and the dynamics of tropopause folds (e.g., Elbern 
et al. , 1998). The possibility to study vertical transport between the troposphere and the 
stratosphere, and the transport within the stratosphere by means of the mean vertical 
motion and by turbulent diffusion, is challenging (Ebel et al., 1991). The transport and 
deposition of energy and momentum by gravity waves in the lower stratosphere, which 
can be measured with ST radar (Worthington and Thomas, 1996), has an impact on the 
mean stratospheric circulation and the polar stratosphere temperature. Furthermore, polar 
stratospheric clouds, which are related to mountain and lee waves, have control of ozone 
depletion (e.g. , Tie et al., 1996). The formation of mountain waves can be studied by ST 
radar (Rottger, 2000) and thus the dynamics below, and possibly in and around polar 
stratospheric clouds can also be investigated by the SOUSY Svalbard Radar. This ST 
radar, when it will be operated continuously in the wind profiler mode, would also yield 
invaluable input data for meteorological modeling and forecasting (Lafaysse, I 994). 

Such operations of the SSR can most effectively contribute to research programs for 
studies of the Arctic troposphere and stratosphere being performed in Longyearbyen and 
Nyalesund on Svalbard. 
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7. Initial observations of the troposphere and stratosphere 
with the SOUSY Svalbard Radar (SSR) 
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The SSR has proved its capabilities for proper observations of the mesosphere, 
stratosphere and troposphere during initial operations done in September 1998, in a 
continuous PMSE campaign between 10 June and 28 August 1999 and a special 
campaign for Leonid meteor observations in November 1999. Two stratosphere
troposphere operations over four days each were carried out at the end of August and in 
November 1999. The following results from these first operations are preliminary and 
should just prove the capabilities of the SSR for relevant scientific research. More 
detailed analyses and explicit interpretations are following separately. 

An example of initial tropospheric and lower stratospheric observations with the 
SOUSY Svalbard Radar is shown in Fig. 4. It displays the first height-time-intensity plot, 
and estimates of signal amplitude, which was recorded during a system test on 10 
September 1998. This record covers 32 s; the antenna pointed vertically and the peak 
transmitter power was 120 kW, applying a hybrid operating mode consisting of single 
pulse and an 8-bit complementary code with 2 µs baud length, corresponding to 300 m 
range resolution. Thin layers of increased echo strength are noticed up to altitudes above 
20 km. The height profile of amplitude shows enhancements around 8 km and 13 km, 
which are attributed to inversion layers. The enhancement at 14 km is a consistent 
indicator of the tropopause (Rottger and Larsen, 1990). Whereas this system set-up was 
used in 1998, we implemented another version for stratosphere-troposphere observations 
in 1999, which used only 4 Yagi antennas for reception and 60 kW peak power in order 
to allow lower altitudes to be examined, too. 

The capability of the SSR to point the antenna beam into five directions allows the 
deduction of estimates of the horizontal and the vertical velocity components. In our first 
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Fig. 4. Quicklook example of first SSR measurements of the troposphere and stratosphere using the full 

antenna for transmission and reception. Left-hand: Height-time-intensity plot, covering a short period 

of 32 s, showing thin layers in the troposphere and lower stratosphere. Right-hand: Scatter plot of 

normalized power P (signal+ noise). The antenna was pointing into vertical direction. 
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attempts to test the capabilities of the SSR for the stratosphere-troposphere observations 

we have not removed the effect of anisotropy or layer tilts when deducing these velocity 

estimates .  This analysis, taking into account all precautions and calibrations due to aspect 

sensitivity etc. (Rottger and Larsen, 1 990), will be done in later phases. 

In Fig. 5 we show 20 min average profiles of the velocity components together with 

the power profile. The latter, taken with vertical antenna beam, proves that signals up to 

about 25 km can be detected. The distinct power enhancement at 1 3  km indicates the 

tropopause. All three velocity components show wavelike variations as a function of 

altitude, which can still be detected in the lower stratosphere. The variations of the 

horizontal velocity are approximately in phase in the upper troposphere and lower 

stratosphere , which is consistent with a standing wave . We assume that this is due to a 

mountain lee wave, which propagated into the lower stratosphere (Rottger, 2000) . 

Such lee waves seem to be characteristic for Svalbard. This is not unexpected due to 

the profile of this archipelago, where mountains steeply rise from sea level up to some 

1000 m altitude and which is some 1 000 km away from the next adjacent territory. We 

notice such wave structures in several of our troposphere-stratosphere observations. 

Figure 6 shows height-time-intensity plots of radar reflectivity and radial velocity 

measured with vertical beam, recorded over 1 8  hours. The latter is an initial estimate of 

vertical velocity. We observe that the vertical velocity changes sign as function of 

altitude. The most intriguing observation is that this reversal of the velocity direction 

changes also as function of time. This needs more detailed analyses, including the 

horizontal wind, the aspect sensitivity and the tilt of reflectivity structures. The lower 

panel of Fig.  6 shows the corresponding reflectivity changes over time. We also notice 

the enhancement at the tropopause, which is at fairly high altitude of about 1 3-14 km 

and split into multiple inversions. 

Figure 7 shows that such lee wave structures do not occur all the time. Indeed, the 

velocity (upper panel of Fig. 7) indicates clear signs of shorter period oscillations, which 

we attribute to propagating short period gravity waves. The velocity amplitudes are much 

smaller than those during the lee wave events . The dominating period increases from 

about 10  min to some 30 min at the end of the displayed period. We again need to 
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Fig. 5. Height profiles of signal power P (normalized to the noise level at O dB), radial velocity in the vertical 

beam (W), and zonal (U) and meridional (V) wind velocity, measured with the SSR on 4 September 

1998 at 1557-1618 UT. 
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SOUSY - Svalbard - Radar 1 4  - 1 5  Nov. 1999 
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Fig. 6. Height-time-intensity plots of received normalized power P (lower panel) and radial velocity W' in the 

vertical beam direction (upper panel), recorded with the SSR between 0739:18 UT on 14 November 

1999 and 0135:05 UT on 15 November 1999. The velocity scale is between -1 m s- 1 (black) and +1 

m s- 1 (magenta); velocity estimates are affected by noise below and above the tropopause. The power 

is normalized to the noise level and its scale is between O dB (noise level; yellow) and 20 dB 

(magenta). Transmission was with the full 356-Yagi antenna and reception was with 4 Yagis only. 
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but between 1100:38 UT on 13 November 1999 and 0456:24 UT on 14 November 

1999. 

analyze more measured parameters to understand this vanat10n. The reflectivity plot 
(lower panel of Fig. 7) indicates a low tropopause at 8-9 km in the beginnfo.g, which 
moved to about 12 km at the end of the period. After 14-15 UT downward moving 
structures detached from the tropopause. This is obviously a sign of a warmfront passage 
(Rottger and Larsen, 1990). We do not note a clear tropopause break but a separation 
into more than three substructures of the corresponding warm front. The passage of a 
warm front was clearly seen in the weather maps, but not the split into substructures. 
When the front passed the surface,- the temperature increased rapidly. Again, we need to 
analyze this event in more detail in future. For this purpose we have got the weather 
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maps from the Norwegian Flight Weather Service, Longyearbyen, and the radiosonde 
data from Ny-Alesund (Alfred-Wegener-Institut), which is about 100 km north of the 
SSR. 

It will be a major challenge to investigate further details of these new observations, 
which should shed more light into the structure and dynamics of the Arctic troposphere 
and stratosphere over Svalbard. The results shown in Figs. 6 and 7 were obtained with a 
simple receiving antenna of 4 Yagis only, which had to be used due to transmit-receive 
switching problems affecting the lower altitude records. We are designing a modification 
that will allow more receiving antennas and rise the sensitivity by 16 dB. This will 
provide complete data coverage throughout the troposphere and the lower stratosphere up 
to about 20 km and also adds spaced antenna radar interferometry and imaging 
capabilities to the SSR. 

8. Some initial mesosphere observations with the SOUSY Svalbard 
Radar (SSR) and the EISCA T Svalbard Radar (ESR) 

The SOUSY Svalbard Radar (SSR) was particularly designed for observations of 
Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes -PMSE- (Czechowsky et al., 1998). After some repair, 
following unusual snowdrift problems, the operation for PMSE observations was started 
on 10 June 1999 and continued uninterruptedly until 28 August 1999, when the 
troposphere-stratosphere operation, described in the former chapter, did commence. 
Between 10 July and 15 July 1999 the EISCAT Svalbard Radar (ESR) was operated in a 
specially designed mode to detect PMSE and compare these with those observed with the 
SSR. An initial version of this code was applied at the ESR for D-region incoherent 
scatter observations in April 1998. 

The SSR was run at 60 kW with 4% duty cycle. A 20-bit complementary code was 
applied. The range sampling was at 2 µs (300 m range resolution) and the interpulse 
period was 1 ms. The antenna was sequentially pointed into five directions: the zenith 
and at five degrees off-zenith to NE, SE, SW and NW. The dwell time in each direction 
was 6 s when 64 coherently integrated samples were taken at ranges between 72 km and 
1 20 km at 300 m range resolution. The Nyquist frequency resulting from the coherent 
integration time is ±5 .6 Hz, resulting in a maximum un-aliased radial velocity of ±15.75 
m s - , . The data were decoded on-line and stored in binary format on disk cartridge or 
tape. After ASCII conversion of the original binary data and copy on CD-ROM the data 
were analyzed off-line. 

Rather than using the standard so-called 'gup' routines of the ESR (Wannberg et al., 
1997), which are not too suitable for D-region and PMSE studies, a special program was 
designed for the ESR using a 32-bit complementary code, a variety of range gate widths 
and numbers, and adapted interpulse periods to match the conditions of incoherent scatter 
and coherent scatter from PMSE (Rottger et  al. , 1998). Most of the data were taken using 
an interpulse period of 1.35 ms. These raw data were stored on disk after on-line 
decoding. The analysis took into account the removal of the strong ground clutter, where 
the standard method applied in the MST radar technique could be used, since the clutter 
has a much narrower frequency bandwidth than the ionospheric signal. The groundclutter 
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width usually is less than 0.1 Hz, which compares to minimum signal bandwidths of a 
few Hz. The 2.7 ms sampling time (resulting from the complementary code) corresponds 
to a Nyquist frequency of ±185 Hz, which is sufficient for coherent scatter from PMSE 
( occurring in the altitude range 80-90 km) and for incoherent scatter up to about 88 km. 
The maximum un-aliased velocity is ±55.5 m s- 1

• The ESR was operated at full peak 
power close to 1000 kW and an average power between 9% and 22%, depending on 
range resolution (between 600 m and 1500 m). The antenna was pointed to several 
directions close to zenith. The data, originally available in the EISCA T MATLAB
format; were converted into ASCII and dumped on tape and CD-ROM for off-line 
analysis. 

Figure 8 shows an example of PMSE recorded with the SOUSY Svalbard Radar on 
27 June 1999. We have selected the vertical antenna beam for these displays. The upper 
panel shows the height-time-intensity (HTI) diagram and the lower seven panels show the 
dynamic spectra for the range gates embraced by the red lines in the HTI diagram. The 
PMSE are frequently characterized by very structured layering, which often split into two 
sheets. Occasionally these split further into thinner laminae. This feature seems to be 
more pronounced in our observations as compared to lower latitudes (e.g. 10° further 
south over northern Scandinavia, Bremer et al., 1996). These structures have a tendency 
to move downwards and are additionally modulated by wavelike oscillations. This is 
consistent with earlier observations (see review by Cho and Rottger, 1997). The dynamic 
spectra show quasi-periodic variations of the mean velocity, which reaches amplitudes of 
7 .5 m s - i .  Between 09 and 10 UT these variations are highly periodic but triangle
shaped, which is a new observation indicating some non-linearity. We also notice the 

SOUSY - Svalbard - Radar PMSE 27 June 1999 

08 00 1 0  1 1  1 2  UT 1 3  

Fig. 8. Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes recorded with the SSR (vertical beam) between 0745:03 UT and 

1305:25 UT on 27 June 1999. The upper panel shows the height-time-intensity plot between 79.2 km 

and 95. 7 km altitude, and the lower 7 panels the dynamic spectra of altitude gates 83. 7 km and 85.5 

km. The Doppler frequency limits in this display are ±2.8 Hz, corresponding to a radial velocity of 

± 7. 9  m s- 1• The center red line indicates zero velocity. 
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velocity jumps around 1 1 30 UT, somewhat similar as earlier observed with the EISCAT 
VHF radar in Troms9> (Rottger, 1994). 

In July 1999 the first simultaneous operation of the SSR and the ESR were 
performed, since it was estimated that PMSE should occasionally also be observed on 
500 MHz. The unique possibility of comparing spectral features and scatter cross sections 
in the common volume observed simultaneously on 53.5 MHz (SSR) and 500 MHz 
(ESR) was exciting. Echoes were only observed much less frequent on 500 MHz than on 
53.5 MHz. Figure 9 shows an example of an HTI diagram and dynamic spectra of PMSE 
detected with the ESR on 1 5  July 1999. The burst-like occurrence of very wide spectra 
indicating violent turbulence of some 20 ms- 1 rms velocity variations is very striking. 
Below this violent turbulence regime an extremely stable stratification occurred 
characterized by a very narrow spectrum. Figure 1 0  shows the concurrent PMSE 
observations with the SSR, which also exhibit broad and narrow spectra during this 
event. Most likely, the larger beam width of the SSR ( 4 degrees) as compared to the ESR 
( 1 .23 degrees beamwidth) resulted in stronger beamwidth broadening of the 53.5 MHz 
echoes. Absolute scatter cross sections of PMSE can be calculated for the ESR and SSR. 
The corresponding radar reflectivities (cross section per unit volume) are in the order of 
10- 14-10- 15 m- 1 for the SSR and 1 0- 19-10-20 m- 1 for the ESR. We can also estimate the 
turbulence dissipation rate from the spectral widths and the electron density (profile) from 
the ESR. Using the model of Cho et al. ( 1992) we then can determine the Schmidt 
number. An initial estimate from our comparisons yields Schmidt numbers larger than 
100. Using this combination of ESR (500 MHz) and SSR (53.5 MHz) seems to be a 
proper tool to obtain such an estimate from radar observations. 

As surmised in earlier interpretations of PMSE we deduce from our initial 
observations on 53.5 MHz and 500 MHz that the irregularities responsible for the PMSE 

occur mostly in fairly persistent sheets and layers, which are just perturbed by neutral 
turbulence. Further consideration of this hypothesis will be treated in subsequent 
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Fig. 9. Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes recorded with the ESR (antenna pointing 30
° 

zenith angle at 135
° 

azimuth) on 15 July 1999. The upper panel shows the height-time-intensity plot between 78.3 km and 

101 . 7  km altitude. The lower six panels show the dynamic spectra for the range gates between 85.2 

km and 89. 7 km. The Doppler velocity limits in this display are ±27.8 m s�1 ; zero velocity is 

indicated by the red line. 
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SOUSY - Svalbard - Radar (53.5 MHz) 1 5  Ju ly 1 999 

1 0 :05 1 0 : 1 0  UT 1 0: 1 5  

Fig. JO. Same as Fig. 8 but dynamic spectra between 85.2 km and 89. 7 km with different time-scale to match 

to the time scale of Fig. 9, which was recorded simultaneously with the ESR on 15 July 1999. 

analyses. This will also take into account theoretical developments of Klostermeyer 
(1997). We assume that the low occurrence of PMSE on 500 MHz was partially caused 
by very low D-region ionization. The increase of background echo intensity (which is 
due to incoherent scatter) observed above about 90 km in Fig. 9 shows that there was 
very little ionization below this altitude. All our observations with the ESR were during 
such ionospherically quiet periods, when enhancements due to particle precipitation did 
not occur (according to the collocated observations with the imaging riometer IRIS; 
personal communication by Stauning, 1999). We do not exclude, however, that also the 
temperature structure was not an optimum for PMSE during this short observing period. 
This needs to be studied further. 

The PMSE operating campaign of the SSR took place over more than eighty days in 
summer 1999. This long time series allows to study longer period variations due to tides 
and planetary waves and their non-linear interaction (Rtister, 1994). The analysis of this 
long period will also include comparisons with imaging riometer to investigate the 
dependence on D-region ionization. We will also compare the PMSE occurrence and 
tidal and planetary wave features with those observed at other observatories, such as 
Andoya, Kiruna and Resolute Bay. 

During intensified D-region ionization the ESR is capable of detecting incoherent 
scatter echoes from altitudes down to some 55 km. This is shown in Fig. 1 1. This record 
was obtained at the end of a larger polar cap absorption event, which had lasted over a 
few days as recorded by the riometer in Ny-Alesund (Nishina et al., 1997). This will 
allow profiles of electron density, negative ions and velocities and possibly temperature 
to be measured throughout the mesosphere. Further details have to be investigated in due 
course. 
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EISCAT - Sva lbard - Radar 24 Apr. 1998 

1 1  : 1 5  UT 1 1 :45 0 

Fig. Jl .  Incoherent scatter echoes observed with the ESR on 24 April 1998 between JJJ5 UT and l l45 UT 

with antenna beam pointing into direction of the Earth 's magnetic field. The Doppler velocity limits 

are ±55.5 m s- 1; the tick marks on the height axis and the red lines in the right-hand panel 

correspond to zero Doppler velocity in the corresponding range gate. The left-hand panel shows the 

dynamic spectra and the right-hand panel the distributions of relative power during the observing 

period. 

9. Meteor observations with the SOUSY Svalbard Radar 

Although the SSR was not originally conceived of or optimized for operation as 
meteor radar, it detects meteors like every MST radar does. This feature can be used to 
obtain wind and temperature estimates, and some information about the meteorites 
impinging into the lower thermosphere and upper mesosphere. Around the Leonid meteor 
shower in November 1999 the SSR was operated in a special meteor radar mode with a 
short coherent integration time of less than 30 ms and antenna beam directions fixed for 
longer periods (usually 1 hour per direction). We have collected more than 4 days of 
meteor data and noticed that the occurrence rate of meteor echoes during the maximum 
of the Leonid shower around 01-03 UT on 18 November 1999 was about three times as 
high as compared to normal times. 

Figure 12a shows a long-lasting meteor echo of particular nature. At 2155:04 UT we 
notice a thin echo streak moving from 105 km to 85 km within a small fraction of a 
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Fig. 12. a) Meteor echo detected with the SSR on 9 November 1999 between 2155:04 and 2155:10 UT with 

the antenna beam pointing at 5
° 

zenith angle into SW direction. 

b) Meteor echo detected with the SSR on 18 November 1999 between 0256:03 and 0256:12 UT on 

18 November 1999 with the antenna beam pointing at 5
° 

zenith angle into NW direction. 

second. The target must have come down through the radar beam with a velocity of some 
60 km s- 1

• We therefore attribute this echo to come from the meteorite head. 
Subsequently the trail, likely generated outside the main radar beam, drifted through it by 
the mean wind. 

Figure 1 2b shows an example of a long lasting, subjectively termed, underdense 
meteor echo observed between 0256:03 and 0256: 1 2  UT, the peak of the Leonid shower, 
on 18 November 1999 at altitudes of about 90 km and 1 15 km. The decay of the echo is 
partially due to the meteor trail carried through the antenna beam by the mean wind and 
partly by its diffusion. Deducing the former from the measured Doppler shift, it is 
possible to use the decay time of this long-lasting echo to estimate the diffusion 
coefficient and hence the temperature profile (e.g. , Hocking et al. , 1997). The latter 
method preferably should be applied by selecting many of the short-lived underdense 
echoes that were observed during our campaign. The temperature estimates are being 
compared with simultaneously deduced temperature estimates with the OH spectrometer 
operated at the Auroral Observatory (Nielsen et al. , 2000). Initial comparisons show a 
promisingly fair agreement. 

These preliminary observations prove that useful information can be extracted from 
the meteor observations of the SSR. We are convinced, however, that a special purpose 
meteor radar with wider beam and receiving interferometry would be an advisable 
improvement for such observations. 
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10. Summary and outlook 

We have shown the new capabilities of the SOUSY Svalbard Radar for scientific 

research of the polar atmosphere. Its combination with the EISCA T Svalbard Radar is 

most useful for PMSE studies and in particular also for measuring background electron 

density profile during such events . Due to the unfavorable geophysical conditions during 

our initial campaign in July 1999, the latter was not fully possible yet. This should be 

attempted again in the coming years. 

Major new findings are also expected by operating the SSR for troposphere and 

stratosphere research. We have shown a few impressive examples of such ST records. In 

particular, we expect another major step forward after implementation of multiple 

receiving antennas for radar interferometry and imaging, which will be done in summer 

2000. 

The Max-Planck-Institut fiir Aeronomie (MPAe) has installed the SOUSY Svalbard 

Radar on site in summer 1 998, started successful tests soon thereafter and performed long 

campaign operations in 1 999. Collaborations with other research groups should be 

established more formal in future, in particular with those institutions performing 

complementary observations on Svalbard. An initial one was a campaign carried out in 

cooperation with the University Courses on Svalbard (UNIS) .  This campaign was called 

UNILEO, stemming from the collaboration with UNIS during the Leonid meteor shower. 

We are planning subsequent scientific campaign and regular routine operations ,  

which should be introduced in later phases of this project. Close scientific collaborations 

are now being discussed and examined with EISCAT, UNIS, University in Troms0 in 

Norway, the Alfred-Wegener-Institut fiir Polar- und Meeresforschung (AWI) in Germany 

and the National Institute of Polar Research (NIPR) in Japan. Agreements have been 

signed with the Alfred-Wegener-Institut for common observations during the ASTAR 

2000 campaign (Arctic Study of Tropospheric Aerosol and Radiation) in March and April 

2000, and with the Leibniz-Institut for Atmospharenphysik for coordinated observations 

of the mesosphere during the ROMA campaign (Rocket-borne Observations in the 

Middle Atmosphere) in July to September 2000. Further collaborations are welcome. 
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